Lennoxville Elementary School
Curriculum Outline—Cycle One Year Two
Dear Parents,
The following is a brief explanation of the curriculum for Cycle One, Year Two. There
may be slight deviations or additions, but basically this will be used as a guideline.
FRENCH (2L and 2C)
The French program includes 3 competencies (described below). To develop the full
potential of each student, various activities will be presented throughout the year.
TO READ VARIOUS TEXTS
Read (and listen to) different kinds of genres such as texts, storybooks, poems, and songs.
The students will learn how and use strategies to understand what is read or heard.
Various youth literature will be presented on a weekly basis to promote the engagement
of the students and for them to acquire a rich vocabulary. Guided reading and reading
circles will also be done in class.
TO INTERACT IN FRENCH
Students will have class workshops and they will have to share, debate or defend their
different points of view on many subjects.
TO WRITE VARIOUS TEXTS
Again, class workshops will be done on a weekly basis: working with words, writing
short texts, word games… All the vocabulary learned throughout different projects and
homework will be reused in writing, reading and also orally.
HOMEWORK
10 minutes of reading is part of the homework given during the week. Leveled books will
be provided and a new list of power words will be given each week. The love for school
begins at home. Therefore, we encourage the families to read at home and to make this
activity an enjoyable experience.
MATHEMATICS (2C)
The goals of the Cycle One Year Two Mathematics program are to:
1. Prepare children to solve problems flexibly and carry out tasks encountered in
every day life.
2. Foster number and spatial sense.
3. Develop positive attitudes towards Math as an enjoyable subject of study.
4. Stimulate mathematical thinking.
Thank you in advance for your continued support. If you feel you need to contact me
concerning your child, please do not hesitate:
leclercc@edu.etsb.qc.ca
Madame Caroline Leclerc

